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“Animals have a natural nature to protect food.” Lu Ruoxin gently raised his head and
smiled. He glanced at the cat eating the food, and then gently twisted the cat away for a
few steps.

The cat, far away from the food, made a whirring sound, seeming to vent its
dissatisfaction.

“However, even if you are dissatisfied, when the owner doesn’t want it to eat, it can’t eat
it.” Huafeng suddenly became cold, and then, with a little force in her hand, the cat was
suddenly thrown out several meters by her, and then hit the ground heavily .

The cat’s greed for food disappeared, and instead looked at Lu Ruoxin in fear.

“Let him see enough, are you ready over there?” Lu Ruoxin said.

“According to your instructions, everything is ready.” He said.

Lu Ruoxin smiled satisfied: “Very good.”

“Is it going to rain outside?” Lu Ruoxin asked suddenly.

The subordinate nodded: “Yes, there are already dark clouds. I believe that there will be
thunderstorms before a moment. However, the subordinates have arranged people to
strengthen the camp and ensure that the princess has a dry and comfortable residence.”

Lu Ruoxin shook his head. “The rainstorm is good, the rainstorm is good, at least, it can
comfort some people. The incompetent can only blame the sky and the others, and this
rainstorm should be regarded as God’s mercy.”

“I’m afraid that the sky will be busy to death!” The man smiled softly. Tao.

Lu Ruoxin smiled without saying a word, pulled out gently, and slowly lay down, and
said leisurely: “Take a rest early, tonight, someone is destined to spend it in sorrow, and
some people spend it in the humiliation that life is worse than death. We should Don’t
live up to this beautiful and peaceful night to dream.”

Upon hearing this, the subordinate smiled suddenly: “The little one does not disturb the
princess’s rest, and the subordinate retires.”

Lu Ruoxin was in a good mood and nodded responsively.



When the servant went out, she lay gently, Ruyu’s slender fingers picked up the fruit in
the compote leisurely, her lips were lightly opened, the jade teeth were slightly opened,
and her taste was fine.

For her, those who provoke her, those who disobey her, tonight is destined to be a
sleepless night.

In no time, thunder roared, and the rainstorm finally came.

As a result, the pouring rain fell, and throughout the peaceful night, only the sound of
rain, roaring thunder, and sometimes a few lightning, suddenly turned the night white,
tight and restored to its original appearance.

In the forest, George Han sat motionless under a tree at this time.

Even if the heavy rain washed away, he didn’t care at all. Even though the rain drenched
his whole body, he couldn’t tell whether it was rain or tears on his face.

The wind roared, the rain was even louder, and the thunder roared, but no matter how
bad the weather was, it couldn’t resist the depression in George Han’s heart at this time.

He didn’t understand and didn’t know why Amelia Su would say that in the letter.

He was hesitated and at a loss, even, he didn’t know what to do.

Was she forced? But it didn’t seem to be the case. If it wasn’t, George Han didn’t believe
she would say such a thing anyway.

If you don’t do what she said, maybe, there will be no chance to meet in this life, but if
you do it according to her, George Han’s heart is cut.

At the same time, in a cave under such a thunderstorm, compared to George Han’s side
that was silent to death, there were cries all over here at this time, and it was extremely
miserable.

“No, no, don’t!” the man shouted desperately hoarsely.

The women kept crying miserably, accompanied by the evil laughter of a group of
men.the rain on the rainy night made the roar and low roar of the corpses outside no
longer appear so loud. Although there is a tendency to hide the ears and steal the bell, it
can at least make everyone’s heart. Slightly relieved.

Adding another pot of hot soup from Fumang, it may be painful for Fumang, but for most
people, it is a kind of carnival of “rain over the sky”.

The sky soon dawned, and the thunder did not roar anymore, and the rain in the sky
stopped at dawn.



In turn, the sky is as clean as glass, the breeze on the ground is refreshing, the flowers
and grass are full, and the birds are crying joyfully.

After the rain, everything seems to be so beautiful.

In the forest, the branches were still dripping with drops of water on their bodies, and just
like them, it was George Han under a big tree.

Sitting motionless, like a rock, not for a while, but for a night.

On the ends of his hair, arms, and chin, the rain slowly fell, but he just stared at a place
dumbly, as if he didn’t care at all.

“Kacha!” In the

quiet woods, there was a ringing sound of leaves, and a good-looking figure slowly
walked to George Han’s side.

After that, he stopped beside George Han.

A seat in white is like a fairy.

“Wow!”

She took off her coat and gently covered George Han’s body, then stopped talking, just
stood there silently, staring at him.

After not knowing how long, she suddenly smiled slightly, but her smile was like a flower,
and the beautiful anti-Buddha world moved: “That tree is very big, it should have grown
in this forest for a long time, and also struggled with other trees for a long time. , That’s
why it looks like today.”

“This makes it seem precious, right?”

George Han ignored it, but she also just smiled, pointed to the distance, and said: “But
besides it, there are other trees in the forest, and they also have them. Their
characteristics are even better than they are, and they struggle more.”

“Sometimes you raise your eyes a little, and you will see a wider world and forest.”

George Han’s eyes suddenly reddened and regained his spirit. She suddenly turned her
head and stared at her: “You are telling me not to give up the entire forest for a tree, are
you?”

The person who can smile all over the world is naturally Lu Ruoxin. Facing George
Han’s question, she calmly Incomparably: “Isn’t it?”

“I believe you have already read it, you should understand this better than I do?”



Upon hearing this, George Han stood up suddenly, grabbed her shoulders tightly, and
said coldly. He shouted: “What did you do to Amelia Su? You forced her, didn’t you?”

“I forced her? George Han, are you qualified to question me about this sentence?” Lu
Ruoxin’s expression also changed suddenly, with a cold voice. Replied.

“Don’t you pretend that she is your woman? Don’t you know what she is like? I also want
to force her, but do you think it is useful for me to force her?”

Lu Ruoxin immediately opened Han after an angry voice. George Han’s hand: “Let go of
your stinky hands!”

George Han staggered back. He also thought about this question. The fact is that the
coercive and lure of helping the family is completely invalid in front of Amelia Su, even if
it is dead, even if it is Nian’er. She never compromised when she was arrested. How
could she…

” I ‘m going crazy here with this feeling . Why do n’t you go see your daughter.”
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George Han suddenly raised his head and looked at Lu Ruoxin: “Where is she?”

“Amelia Su has already changed his mind. I already knew you would be depressed
because of this, but you At present, if the enemy is in this state, I am afraid that the
group of demon monks have already been killed. Therefore, I sent someone to tell you
that if you break through this catastrophe, your daughter will be the prize.”

“Me too. I don’t want that girl to be abandoned by her mother when she is young, and
her father is still dead. So, George Han, put away your hostile gaze, and better be polite
to you.” As

soon as the voice fell, Lu Ruoxin became angry. Glancing at George Han, he stood and
walked out of the woods.

George Han was stunned for a while!

This means that I misunderstood her! ?

Her words seemed to make sense, and there was no logical fault in the whole process!

Including her bringing people to save herself, it seems that everything is for her own
good.

Coupled with Amelia Su’s strange attitude, George Han really didn’t know what was
going on.



If she was forcing Amelia Su, what method did she use to let Amelia Su let go? She
couldn’t help the family, so naturally she shouldn’t.

Moreover, to persecute, isn’t Han Nian a better bargaining chip in her hands? Just like
helping the family back then, I even wanted to hide Han Nian very deeply!

But why Lu Ruoxin would give Han Nian to himself instead, this is not logical.

Could it be that everything Lu Ruoxin said is true?

Although George Han had never liked this woman, George Han knew what this woman
said, and was always more real.

But it’s impossible for George Han to believe in Amelia Su’s change of heart!

George Han’s mind was almost confused, he really didn’t know what was going on!

Chaos, chaos, chaos, it’s too chaotic!

Not long after Lu Ruoxin came out of the woods, he was covered with rain, and George
Han, who was like a chicken, also walked out.

“Dad!”

Far away, at the door of the main camp, a bunch of people were guarding a small figure.
When she saw George Han, she shouted excitedly, ran, and rushed towards George
Han.

George Han also rushed over in a few steps, seeing that little figure, his brains filled with
confusion and depression were swept away at this time!

As Nian’er threw herself into her arms, George Han hugged the little girl tightly. For a
while, those eyes were full of love and guilt.

“Dad!”

“Nian’er!” The

father and daughter embraced each other, and everything was silent at this time.

“Dad, why are you wet?” Suddenly, with tears in her eyes, she deliberately squeezed out
a smile, and the caring voice rang softly, and then her small hands violently hugged
George Han tighter. . “Nian’er hug Dad tighter, Dad won’t be so cold.”

Hearing these words, George Han’s heart was sore!



At this time, he also remembered that he was full of rain. The cold and wetness would
only make his daughter cold. He hurriedly pulled Han Nian out of his arms, smiled, and
said, “Don’t worry, Dad. It’s cold.”

“Hehe, Tangji!” Han Nian smiled, and gently scratched George Han’s nose with his little
hand.

“I have ordered someone to prepare clothes for you. Of course, if you want to continue
to hug your daughter like this, when I don’t say anything.” Lu Ruoxin walked past the
father and daughter a few steps, and after leaving a word, cold Returned to his own
camp.

“Go change clothes with Dad?”

“Okay!” Han Nian nodded obediently.

Holding Han Nian in his arms, George Han walked towards his camp.

In less than a moment, the laughter of the father and daughter came from the camp.

But when the father and daughter were happy, the curtain was opened, and Lu Ruoxin
walked in slowly.

“What are you doing here?”

“You hugged Han Nian wetly. There is a lot of rain in this mountain, and the humidity is
heavy. You are not afraid of her catching a cold, I am afraid.” She replied coldly, and she
knelt down and smiled slightly. Don’t put your hand on your back to the front at this time,
on top of which is a pile of colorful clothes: “Nian’er, what did Sister Xin’er bring you?”

“Wow, thank Sister Xin’er!”

Seeing those beautiful With the incomparable clothes, Han Nian was so happy that he
rushed to those clothes.

George Han frowned, Han Nian was so enthusiastic about Lu Ruoxin, he couldn’t help
but wonder: “Lu Ruoxin, what do you want?”

Lu Ruoxin just took care of helping Nian’er to take apart her clothes one by one, let her
choose, and don’t even lift her head: “I have taken care of her for a long time. Isn’t it
normal for her to be close to me?” Nian’er, are you right?”

“Dad, sister Xin’er has taken care of Nian’er for so long. She treats Nian’er very well,
sister Xin’er is a good person.” Nian’er held the clothes she just selected. , While holding
George Han’s hand.

George Han’s head is big, Nian’er is definitely not a person who will change his attitude
when tempted by a little material. This shows that Lu Ruoxin may be really good to her!



She will never lie to lie to herself!

Lu Ruoxin smiled lightly at Han Nian, and then stood beside George Han. Suddenly, her
fierce body approached George Han…
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However, as soon as she stuck to George Han, George Han subconsciously touched
her shoulder with his hand and blocked it in front of him.

“What are you doing?” Lu Ruoxin pretended to be calm, but her heartbeat accelerated at
this moment, but there was a trace of anger and unwillingness in her eyes.

“What are you doing?” George Han said coldly.

Even with Amelia Su’s letter, George Han was still unwilling to believe it, let alone…

No matter what George Han said, Lu Ruoxin put his face in George Han’s ear at this
time, and snorted softly: ” If you refuse me again, don’t forget what the letter said. It’s no
use begging me at that time.”

“Also, I just want to tell you, should you go back to the city to take a look?!”

said After that, Lu Ruoxin suddenly turned around, stood up straight and looked at
George Han with a little annoyance.

Although she said that, Lu Ruoxin knew in her heart that although she was trying to get
closer to remind George Han, she was really greasy in her heart.

She wanted to take the opportunity to test whether George Han was not so resistant to
herself and whether she could get close to him.

But the result disappointed her very much!

No chance at all!

Back to the city? !

At this time, George Han’s eyes shrank suddenly!

“I’m afraid you still don’t know how long you have been in a coma?” Lu Ruoxin asked
coldly, with no expression on her face.

“I… how long have I been in a coma?” In the image of George Han, he just closed his
eyes and opened his eyes.

“Three days!” Lu Ruoxin said coldly.



“Three days?” George Han widened his eyes and turned nervously: “Over there in the
small town… By the way, the group of demon monks are gone, and those in the border
town are also relieved, right?”

Lu Ruoxin Smile, don’t talk!

“You speak.” George Han said anxiously.

“How do I know?” Lu Ruoxin replied coldly.

“You obviously have eyeliner in the city, and there are people, how about the situation
there, you don’t know?” George Han asked anxiously.

“Do I know that I’m going to tell you? George Han, you are begging me, not I beg you,
you’d better figure it out for me.” Lu Ruoxin gave a cold voice, turned and walked
outside.

“Okay, even if I beg you.” George Han was convinced.

Lu Ruoxin stopped and turned her head back: “Please, do I have to tell you? My lady is
not in the mood.”

After speaking, she pulled the curtain directly and went out angrily.

Looking back at Nian’er, it seemed that he was a little dazed by the quarrel between him
and Lu Ruoxin. However, when George Han looked at her, she took the initiative to
smile at George Han, and seemed to be comforting George Han in turn. . “Nian’er, Dad
is going to a place that may be a little dangerous. Would you like to go with Dad?”
George Han said.

“Nian’er will go wherever Dad goes!” Han Nian nodded obediently.

George Han stopped talking, picked up Nian’er, and left the tent on the spot.

However, outside of the camp, Lu Ruoxin did not leave. She seemed to be waiting
somewhere on her back. Seeing George Han came out, she said coldly, “You are
leaving?”

“Yes.”

“Just go?” Lu Ruoxin was cold. Soundtrack.

George Han didn’t speak, holding Nian’er tightly and preparing to go down the
mountain.

“The people in my city have already left on the night of meeting you, so she doesn’t
know what is going on in the city. However, I know you have friends there, so in the past



few days when you were in a coma, I sent someone to go. I have inquired around the
town.”

Hearing this, George Han stopped slightly.

“Although the demon monk has left, the situation in the city is very bad. Almost the city is
full of zombies, and the possibility that there are still living

people inside is extremely low.” “Maybe others will risk their lives to enter the city at this
time, I must I think he is a fool, but George Han, I know you are very loyal to your friends,
and I support you.” When the

voice fell, Lu Ruoxin suddenly sneered: “Lu Yuan!”

“Yes!” A disciple stepped forward immediately. .

Immediately, he blew a strange instrument in his hand, and almost at the same time, a
team of more than 300 people came out!

“My most elite disciple of the Blue Mountain Pavilion on the top of the Blue Mountain,
more than 300 people, let them go!”

George Han glanced at the group of people, each of them is not shallow, obviously Lu
Ruoxin’s words are not lying!

“Wait!”

Seeing George Han leaving, Lu Ruoxin said again.

George Han turned around and looked at her strangely.

“There are at least tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of zombies in the
city, do you really plan to go like this?” After that, Lu Ruoxin looked at Han Nian and
continued: “I don’t doubt that your ability can protect Nian’er’s safety, but , Can you
guarantee that she will not be slightly injured? You should know that if

she is injured by a zombie…” She smiled and stopped talking.

But George Han also understood that Lu Ruoxin’s words did make sense to her. It’s not
that he has never experienced the corpse group. He is confident that Han Nian will not
worry about his life, but he really can’t guarantee that Han Nian will not be hurt in the
slightest.

Looking at Han Nian, George Han is emotionally complicated!
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